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Abstract - In this paper, we propose an architectural design 
and software framework for fast development of descriptive, 
diagnostic, predictive, and prescriptive analytics solutions for 
dynamic production processes. The proposed architecture and 
framework will support the storage of modular, extensible, and 
reusable Knowledge Base (KB) of process performance models. 
The approach requires the development of automatic methods 
that can translate the high-level models in the reusable KB into 
low-level specialized models required by a variety of 
underlying analysis tools, including data manipulation, 
optimization, statistical learning, estimation, and simulation. 
We also propose an organization and key structure for the 
reusable KB, composed of atomic and composite process 
performance models and domain-specific dashboards. 
Furthermore, we illustrate the use of the proposed architecture 
and framework by performing diagnostic tasks on a composite 
performance model.   

Keywords- smart manufacturing; data analytics; 
optimization; reusable knowledge base; process performance 
models  

I. INTRODUCTION 
Smart Manufacturing (SM) requires the collaboration of 

advanced manufacturing capabilities and digital 
technologies to create highly customizable products faster, 
cheaper, and greener. According to [1], “Next-generation 
software and computing architectures are needed to 
effectively mine data and use it to solve complex problems 
and enable decision-making based on a wide range of 
technical and business parameters.” These software and 
computing architectures need to support developing analysis 
capabilities and optimization solutions. These capabilities 
and solutions need to be designed for multiple operational 
levels, including manufacturing units, cells, production 
lines, factories, and supply chains [2].  

The required analysis and optimization capabilities can 
be broadly classified as descriptive, diagnostic, predictive, 
and prescriptive analytics [3]. Descriptive analytics typically 
involves manipulation of streams of data at different 
aggregation levels, continuously over time. Some examples 

of descriptive analytics and its associated data can be found 
in [4, 5]. Diagnostic analytics includes such tasks as 
continuous testing for a significant statistical difference 
between the estimated vs. observed values of metrics, and 
direct application of fault classifiers to detect failures on the 
manufacturing floor. Research in diagnostic analytics in 
manufacturing can be found in [6, 7]. Predictive analytics 
include techniques of stochastic simulation and statistical 
learning for regression, classification, and what-if 
estimation. Examples of predictive analytics for 
manufacturing can be found in [8, 9]. Prescriptive analytics 
typically involves decision optimization techniques, such as 
mathematical and constraint programming. Examples of 
research in prescriptive analytics in manufacturing can be 
found in [10, 11]. 

The current manufacturing analytics practice is that 
every analytical task is often implemented from scratch, 
following a linear methodology. This leads to high-cost and 
long-duration development, and results in models and 
algorithms that are difficult to modify, extend, and reuse. A 
key contributor to these deficiencies is the diversity of 
computational tools, each designed for a different task such 
as data manipulation, statistical learning, data mining, 
optimization, and simulation. Because of this diversity, 
modeling using each computational tool typically requires 
the use of specialized low-level mathematical abstractions 
and languages. As a result, the same manufacturing 
knowledge is often modeled multiple times using different 
specialized abstractions, instead of being modeled uniformly 
only once. Furthermore, the modeling expertise required for 
the low-level abstractions and languages is typically not 
within the realm of knowledge of manufacturing users, e.g., 
operators and process engineers.  

Addressing the described limitations of current practice 
is the focus of this paper. More specifically, the 
contributions of this paper are as follows. First, we propose 
an architectural design and framework for fast development 
of software solutions for descriptive, diagnostic, predictive, 
and prescriptive analytics of dynamic production processes. 
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The architecture adopts (1) the top layer of domain specific 
modeling and analytics graphical user interface (GUI), and 
(2) the low-level layer of computational tools. The 
uniqueness and novelty of the proposed architectural design 
and framework is its middleware layer, which is based on a 
reusable, modular, and extensible Knowledge Base (KB) of 
process performance models. Reusability of modular KB 
models could lead to considerable reduction in the 
development cost, time, and the required level of expertise. 
The key technical challenge lies in the development of a 
middleware Analytics Engine. This engine comprises 
algorithms and automatic methods that translate high-level 
uniform representations of performance models in the 
reusable KB into low-level specialized models required by 
each of the aforementioned underlying tools.  

Second, we propose the organization and the key 
structure of the Reusable KB, which consists of (1) a pre-
built library of atomic performance models of a variety of 
unit manufacturing processes, (2) a library of composite 
performance models, which can be constructed from the 
atomic models using a GUI, and (3) a library of analytical 
views and dashboards designed for specific types of analysis 
for domain-specific users. To illustrate the use of the 
proposed design and framework, we show how a process 
engineer could perform diagnosis over a pre-built composite 
process.  

The paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses 
the needs and challenges encountered in implementing 
analytics and optimization solutions. Section III provides the 
design of the architecture and software framework that is 
based on reusable KB of process performance models. 
Section IV extends the previous section by exemplifying the 
reusable KB. Finally, Section V concludes and discusses the 
future work. 

II. NEED AND CHALLENGES IN IMPLEMENTING 
ANALYTICS AND OPTIMIZATION SOLUTIONS 

To discuss the required analysis and optimization 
capabilities in more detail, we use the diagram of a Car 
Manufacturing process example as depicted in Fig. 1. 
Aluminum coils are the input of the manufacturing process 
and are fed into two uncoiling machines that work in 
parallel to flatten the coils into aluminum plates. The plates 
are then sent to four different cutting machines to prepare 
for the four parts of a car: the left side, the underbody, the 
front, and the right side. After being cut, the aluminum 
plates are sent to die press machines after which they will be 
reinforced and welded. After assembly, the finished body is 
then washed, coated, and painted before the final operations 
are performed to produce a car. 
A.  Descriptive, Diagnostic, Predictive, and Prescriptive 

Analytics 
Different analysis and optimization capabilities are 

required to analyze the performance of the production line 
and to achieve smart manufacturing goals. These 

capabilities can be classified as descriptive, diagnostic, 
predictive, and prescriptive/optimization analytics.  

 

 
Figure 1.  Component diagram for a car manufacturing process. 

Descriptive capabilities are needed to create a temporal 
sequence of sensor data automatically or semi-
automatically. In the Car Manufacturing process, examples 
of sensor data include (a) line speeds of the Uncoiling 
machines; (b) CO2

 emissions, water consumption, energy 
consumption, and temperature of the individual machines or 
the entire plant; and (c) levels of the work-in-progress 
inventories. This collected data may be filtered and 
aggregated over time and space. In addition, some 
preprocessing or transformation of certain sensor data may 
be performed to improve visualization. 

Diagnostic capabilities are needed to detect undesirable 
deviations from what is considered normal behavior.  
Detecting such deviations requires continuous testing for 
any significant statistical difference between the predicted 
and observed values of important metrics.  The data needed 
for this testing comes from the descriptive tasks described 
above. For instance, after determining the minimum and 
maximum acceptable values of a metric, such as total 
energy consumed for the Uncoiling machine, the testing can 
detect if the observed value obtained from sensor data is 
within these bounds. If it is not, then the process operator 
will be notified and asked to find the causes of the problem 
and take corrective actions to eliminate them. 

 Predictive capabilities are needed to estimate and learn 
the values of various performance metrics as a function of 
machine and process controls. These capabilities often come 
in the form of statistical learning techniques such as 
regression analysis. For example, a production engineer may 
want to learn the energy consumption of a Die-Press 
machine as a function of its pressing speed and nominal 
pressure. The engineer may use the learned results to predict 
future performance of the process. The engineer might also 
use this result together with a stochastic simulation to predict 
the increase in the energy consumption of the Die-Press 
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machine if, for example, the pressing speed is increased by 
15 %. 

Prescriptive capabilities, which include optimization 
techniques such as mathematical programming (MP) and 
constraint programming (CP), are needed to choose among 
alternative actions. For instance, upon discovering a spike in 
total energy consumed and fixing the machine’s parameters, 
the operator may need to (1) determine new machine 
settings that get the energy consumption within the stated 
bounds and (2) rebalance the workload distribution to meet 
the production schedule. 

As depicted in Fig. 2, a typical software architecture to 
implement the analysis and optimzaiton capabilities 
includes (1) a top layer of a domain-specific GUI for 
manufacturing users, (2) a bottom layer of specialized tools 
and languages. The core implementation challenge, 
however, lies in the translation of the top-layer tasks into the 
low level of abstractions of the tools at the bottom layer (the 
question mark in Fig. 2). In the next subsection, we describe 
a variety of tools and then discuss the core implementation 
challenge in more detail.   
B. Computational Tools and Languages That Support 

Analytics 
The implementation of the analysis and optimization 

capabilities typically uses a variety of computational tools, 
which are shown at the bottom layer in Fig. 2. They include  
 Domain-specific end-user-oriented tools; e.g., strategic 

sourcing optimization modules within procurement 
applications [12] 

 Data manipulation languages, such as  Structured Query 
Language (SQL) [13], XQuery [14], and JSONiq [15] 

 Simulation tools including discrete event simulation, 
system dynamics simulation, such as Jmodelica (based 
on Modelica), AnyLogic, and Simulink [16, 17] 

 Optimization modelling languages, such as A Modeling 
Language for Mathematical Programming (AMPL) [18], 
The General Algebraic Modeling System (GAMS) [19], 
and OPL [20] for MP and CP  

 Statistical learning languages and interfaces, such as 
Predictive Model Markup Language (PMML) [21, 22] 
and the Portable Format for Analytics (PFA) [23] 

 Modeling languages for complex physical systems, 
such as Modelica [15] 

The strengths and weaknesses of these categories of 
tools are discussed as follows. 

Domain-specific tools are designed for, and usually do a 
good job in executing, a particular well-defined task in a 
particular industry sector. For example, tools that support 
manufacturing scheduling would not be used to schedule 
visits to a doctor’s office. Nor do these domain-specific 
tools support compositionality, which is defined to be the 
ability to make optimal system-wide performance 
predictions from optimal predictions of the systems 
components. 

 

Figure 2.  Challenges in implementing analytics functionality using tools. 

Simulation tools, on the other hand, are usually 
applicable to many different tasks in many different industry 
sectors 1 . They have this advantage because of their 
modeling expressivity, flexibility, and object-oriented (OO) 
modularity. While simulation models and tools cannot solve 
optimization problems by themselves, they can be used in a 
heuristically guided, trial-and-error optimization technique. 
However, for problems expressed in closed analytical forms, 
such simulation-based optimization techniques are inferior 
to optimization techniques based on MP or CP; e.g., mixed-
integer linear programming (MILP) [27]. Furthermore, 
simulation languages were not designed to be easily 
integrated with data manipulation languages such as SQL, 
XQuery, and JSONiq [14].   

MP and CP optimization models are built using 
modeling languages such as AMPL, GAMS or OPL [17- 
19]. These languages and techniques use a range of 
sophisticated algorithms that leverage the mathematical 
structure of optimization problems. As a result, they 
significantly outperform simulation-based optimization, in 
terms of optimality and execution time. However, MP and 
CP optimization models are not modular, extensible, 
reusable, and do not support compositionality. They also do 
not support low-level granularity of simulation models. 
Furthermore, some MP- or CP-based optimization 
algorithms have high worst-case computational complexity. 
Therefore, these algorithms may not scale up for large-size 
optimization problems. 

The Sustainable Process Analytics Formalism (SPAF) 
[8, 25] was proposed to make optimization modeling more 
modular and extensible, akin an OO simulation model. 
However, SPAF was not designed to be easily integrated 
with tools that perform data manipulation, statistical 
learning or predictive analytics.  

Similarly, the statistical learning languages and tools 
were not designed for easy data manipulation; others such as 
SQL, XQuery, and JSONiq are significantly better. A recent 
effort to address this difficiency is the development of 
PMML by the Data Mining Group (DMG) [21]. PMML is 

                                                           
1 Individual simulation models, however, do not possess this 
capability. 
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an XML-based standard language used to represent 
predictive and descriptive models, as well as pre- and post-
processed data. PMML allows for the interchange of data 
models among different tools and environments, mostly by 
avoiding proprietary issues and incompatibilities. Besides 
neural networks and decision trees, PMML allows for the 
representation of many other data mining models. 

PFA [23], similar to PMML, is a JSON-based 
specification for statistical models; but, whereas PMML’s 
focus is on statistical models in the abstract, PFA’s focus is 
on the scoring procedure itself. PMML can only express a 
fixed set of pre-defined model types whereas PFA 
represents models and analytic procedures more generally 
by providing generic programming constructs. 

Modeling languages for complex physical systems are 
designed to reuse knowledge. Modelica, for example, allows 
a detailed level of abstraction, including OO code and 
differential equations [15]. Modelica by itself is not a 
language for performing optimization, learning, or 
prediction. But there are tools such as JModelica for 
simulation, and Optimica for simulation-based optimization 
[16]. However, because of the low level of abstraction 
allowed in Modelica, general Modelica models cannot be 
reduced automatically to MP or  CP models that can be 
solved by MP or CP solvers. 

C. Challenge in Developing SM Analysis and Optimization 
Solutions 
Using the aforementioned tools and languages can 

improve diverse analysis and optimization tasks. Achieving 
these improvements, however, will be difficult because each 
analytics task  

 is implemented from scratch, as a one-off effort 
 is not modular or reusable 
 requires mathematical, operations research, and 

domain expertise that are not within the realm of 
manufacturing users 

 is high cost 
 requires a long development cycle 
 is difficult to modify or extend 

We believe there are two key factors causing these 
deficiencies. The first is due to the fact that today, in 
manufacturing analytics practice, analytical tasks are 
typically implemented following a waterfall methodology of 
gathering requirements, identifying data sources, developing 
a model or an algorithm using a range of modeling 
languages and tools to perform analysis (see Fig. 3). Using 
this linear task-centric methodology, models and algorithms 
are difficult to develop, modify, and extend because they are 
not designed for reusability. 

The second, and perhaps the more important factor is the 
diversity of computational tools that are required to meet 
our needs. Because of such diversity, developing models 
using any one of these computational tools typically 
requires both the knowledge of, and the use of, the 
specialized, low-level, vendor-specific, mathematical 

abstractions and languages. As a result, the same 
manufacturing knowledge is often modeled multiple times 
using several different specialized abstractions, one for each 
tool that either generates or consumes that knowledge. 
Furthermore, the mathematical and modeling expertise 
required to use these low-level abstractions and languages is 
not available in the typical factory manufacturing 
environment.  

 

 

Figure 3.  Conventional approach to analytics solutions. 

III. ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN AND FRAMEWORK BASED 
ON REUSABLE KNOWLEDGE BASE OF PROCESS 

PERFORMANCE MODELS 
To overcome the challenges in the development of SM 

analysis and optimization capabilities, we advocate a 
paradigm shift. The key idea is to move from the non-
reusable, task-centric, modeling approach to the approach 
more commonly used in Database Management Systems 
(DBMS). In a DBMS, a central data repository is updated 
continuously from multiple sources. DBMS users pose high-
level declarative data manipulation queries – using one of 
several query languages -against the database. The DBMS 
engine translates the declarative queries into efficient, low-
level, data-processing code. In the case of SM analysis and 
optimization solutions, there is a need to manage not only 
the data, but also the analytical knowledge. Rather than 
posing declarative data-manipulation queries, our goal is to 
pose analytical queries needed to execute descriptive, 
diagnostic, predictive, and prescriptive/optimization tasks.  

To achieve this goal, we have developed the SM 
Analysis and Optimization conceptual architecture shown in 
Fig. 4. The uniqueness and novelty of the proposed 
architecture is that it is centered on a reusable, modular, and 
extensible KB of process performance models (the middle 
layer in Fig. 4).   

The key technical challenge in realizing a system based 
on this architecture lies in developing specialized algorithms 
that automatically translate the high-level, uniform 
representation of manufacturing models in the KB into the 
low-level, specialized models required by each of the 
underlying tools. The analytical models (AM) in the KB are 
mathematical models that represent data, schema, 
parameters, variables, functions, constraints, and 
uncertainty. Using these models is easy and done through 
the aforementioned analytical queries. However, creating 
these reusable models requires multiple levels of knowledge 
and expertise. We classify these models in the KB into three 
libraries of atomic models, composite models, and analytical 
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views, according to types of knowledge or expertise required 
for developing these models.  

A. Atomic Models 
Atomic-models (in the middle of KB in Fig. 4) require 

most expertise and effort to build; however, they are also the 
most reusable ones. The atomic-models library contains a 
classification hierarchy of prebuilt performance models for 
atomic manufacturing processes. An atomic process is an 
end process in which there is no sub-process. Each 
performance model contains the process parameters, control 
variables, performance metrics, and feasibility constraints - 
as well as quantification of uncertainty associated with 
metrics and constraints. For instance, for the injection 
molding process, the metrics of energy consumption per part, 
cycle time, and throughput can be expressed as a function of 
(1) parameters such as the number of cavities, the volume of 
the part, and the material characteristics; and (2) control 
variables such as injection pressure and flow rate.  

There are two types of atomic model: high level and low 
level. High-level atomic models may look like parameterized 
templates, while lower-levels models may contain models 
for vendor-specific equipment. Building atomic models 
requires expertise in process engineering and computer 
science. Domain-specific, process-engineering expertise 
includes an understanding of the equations defining 
performance metrics and constraints. Computer science 
expertise includes a working knowledge of a data-
manipulation language to encode the data transformation and 
equations. However, building these models does not require 
expertise in optimization, MP, or statistical learning. 

Once built, the atomic models can be used by both end-
users and process engineers. Operational end-users will 
invoke analytics-core functions of compute, predict, learn, 

simulate, and optimize to run the models. They will also use 
the various analytical-views described later in this section to 
monitor the performance of the process, against both the 
atomic model and historical performance data. Process 
engineers use these atomic models as the basis for creating 
composite models of composite processes.   
 

B. Composite Models 
A composite process is recursively composed of atomic 

processes and the associated aggregators, information flows, 
and timing constraints. The composite-model library 
contains performance models of such composite processes at 
different levels of granularity, such units, cells, lines, 
factories, and enterprises. Process engineers are capable of 
constructing composite models. To construct composite 
models, manufacturing process engineers only need to 
specify the processes involved in the design, and the rules for 
composition. Rules specify the flow of materials, parts, 
products and information through the processes. Composite 
models can be constructed by using a drag-and-drop GUI.  
Fig. 1 is an example of such a model built using a GUI for 
the Car Manufacturing. 

In the flow graph of Fig. 1, the user drags and drops the 
component models for the sub-processes (the rectangles), 
work-in-progress inventories (a2, a3 etc. in the graph), and 
the flows that connect the sub-processes and the inventories. 
System-level metrics and feasibility constraints can be 
determined from the metrics and constraints of its sub-
processes, recursively. The metric computation and 
feasibility constraints evaluation are done by the system 
using the corresponding atomic and composite models that 
use the model composition template. Thus, a composite 
model, just like an atomic model, can be thought of as 

Figure 4.  Proposed conceptual architecture. 
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having the same characteristics, namely, parameters, control 
variables, metrics, and feasibility constraints. It can be used 
recursively for analysis or as a component of a higher-level 
process.  

Once built, the operational use of composite models is 
similar to the use of atomic models; i.e., end-users can use 
the analytics-core functions or analytical views to perform 
analytical tasks on these models. Analytical views are 
dashboard-like templates, which are implemented using the 
analytics-core functions (compute, predict, learn, simulate, 
and optimize) together with a data manipulation language.  
As noted above, this idea is similar to how relational 
database views are constructed from database tables using 
SQL. We use the JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) data 
model [26], which is becoming increasingly popular for 
analytical data, and its data manipulating language JSONiq 
[27]. Examples of JSON and JSONiq appear in Section IV.  

C. Analytical Views 
Analytical views can be implemented by a data analyst 

who has the required analytics knowledge and can use a data 
manipulation language such as SQL or JSONiq. However, 
the analyst does not need to have any expertise in 
mathematical modeling, domain knowledge, or equation 
writing. Examples of analytical views include (1) dashboard 
of the energy consumed over a period of time, (2) diagnosis 
of the statistical difference between the expected and 
observed power consumption, (3) visualization of the 
SCADA data, (4) parameter calibration of the power 
consumption as a function of machine controls, (5) 
composite-model metric computation as a function of 
individual machine metrics, (6) scheduling of a job to meet 
the demand, (7) optimizing the machine operations to 
minimize the power consumption such that the demand is 
satisfied, and (8) what-if analysis to find the impact on 
demand satisfaction and power consumption if one of the 
machines were switched off.  

The analytics-core methods (compute, predict, learn, 
simulate, and optimize) are part of the Analytics Engine (see 
Fig. 4). Implementing these methods involves, and requires, 
reduction and compilation techniques, as well as specialized 
optimization and learning algorithms. However, once 
implemented, the analytics-core methods will allow fast and 
easy implementation of domain-specific analytical views, 
without the need to understand the lower-level abstractions 
of the underlying computational tools. Furthermore, they 
allow manufacturing end-users to directly pose analytical 
queries against the atomic and composite process models, 
thus enabling their reusability. A more detailed description 
of the reusable KB along with some guidelines to model the 
AMs is described in the next section. 

IV. THE REUSABLE KNOWLEDGE BASE  
The proposed architecture contains a KB that contains 

multiple AMs, which may include data, schema, parameters, 
variables, functions, constraints, and uncertainty. Modules in 
the KB are of three types: atomic-model type, composite-
model type, or analytical-view type. The atomic-model 

library will map to the different types of manufacturing 
machines or processes. The atomic-model library can be 
organized differently for different use-cases. In this section, 
we show one such organization. In addition, we provide an 
example JSON input structure and JSONiq physics equations 
for the injection-molding atomic model.  We also describe 
general guidelines for developing and storing atomic models. 
Then, we provide an example for the composite model based 
on the Buffered Temporal Flow Processes (BTFP) by giving 
the JSON code snippets of the different components of the 
composite processes. Finally, we give an example for the 
analytical view of a diagnostics. 

A. Example of Atomic Model: Injection Molding 
We use JSON and JSONiq to describe the atomic process 

models. An example JSON input structure and JSONiq 
physics equations are provided for the Injection molding 
machine. The injection molding process consists of heating 
thermoplastic material until it melts, then forcing this molten 
material into a mold (die) where it cools and solidifies [28]. 
Consequently, the injection molding process consists of three 
major sub-processes [28-30]:  (1) Melting, Injecting, or 
filling, (2) Cooling, (3) Ejection and resetting. The resulting 
cycle time,  can be formulated as according to [28-30]: 

 
tcycle = tinj + tcool + treset ,                      (1) 

 
where tinj  is the injection time,  tcool  is the cooling time, and 
treset  is the reset time. 

The operators of the injection molding machines set a 
multitude of control parameters to ensure good product 
quality. In general, pressure and temperature parameters are 
often the ones that cause production problems. Using process 
parameters, machine parameters, and material parameters, 
one can estimate a number of key performance metrics 
including cycle time, energy use, water consumption, and 
part throughput. For example, the energy required for 
melting (  one-shot volume of plastic is as follows: 

 
        ,              (2) 

 
where   is the power consumed by melting,  Vshot is the 
shot volume, and Q  is the flow rate of plastic. 

The JSON structure defined for the atomic model 
contains all the process parameters, control variables, 
constraints, and coefficients. Fig. 5 shows the JSONiq code 
for computing Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) of the 
injection molding process using the JSON input data. For 
instance, Equation (2) is encoded as a variable, $E_melt, in 
JSONiq and illustrated in the figure as $E_melt:= ($P_melt * 
$V_shot) div $Q. Note that values defined by the function 
sample in Fig. 5 including $T_inj, $T_ej, and $Q are random 
variables, and so are all the derived variables such as 
$E_melt. The JSONiq structure includes three parts: top, 
middle, and bottom. At the top, there is a query header where 
we define namespace and import the relevant modules; in the 
middle, we extract and transform the data from the JSON 
document into JSONiq, and at the bottom, we define the 
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functions, FLWOR (For, Let, Where, Order By, Return) 
expressions and the equations to compute the quantity of 
interests.  

 
Figure 5.  JSONiq formulation of the injection molding atomic model. 

Each process may have dependent variables including 
metrics and KPIs such as total cycle time, energy 
consumption, and cost. Using the JSON document, we create 
the inputs, the functions, and the equations needed to 
compute these dependent variables for each sub-process. 
Note that computations and equations are encoded in 
JSONiq with parameters and inputs imported from the JSON 
data model. In other words, the process-dependent variables, 
as a function of parameters and control variables are encoded 
in JSONiq. 

B. Example of Composite Model: Car Manufacture Prep  
In this subsection, we provide an example composite 

model based on the BTFP Car Manufacturing described in 
Section II. BTFP is a class of processes where the states of 
the machines, inventories and the whole process change over 
time until process completion. BTFP can be used to model 
either atomic machines or an entire manufacturing floor. In 
the latter case, BTFP processes need to capture the variables, 
metrics, and constraints of all the entities on the 
manufacturing floor. Fig. 6 shows the associated JSON 
structure including all the parameters, variables, metrics, and 
temporal information for both atomic and composite 
processes.  

The JSON structure is an analytical module object for the 
prep composite process. This structure contains the time 
setting and defines the temporal setting for the prep process. 

In BTFP processes, time is divided into time intervals of 
duration Δt, where time intervals start and end at time points 
(t). A time interval (also known as a period) is denoted by 
pi+1 = (ti, ti+1). In this example, there are 18 periods 
(noPeriods) and the time starts from time point 0 (lastTP). 

 

 
 

Figure 6.  JSONiq formulation of the injection molding atomic model. 
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The JSON structure also contains subprocess for the 
Uncoiling 1 machine. This structure provides the parameters, 
variables, and metrics including inputs (I), outputs (O), 
machine capacity, metric type (i_metrics), metric values 
(i_metricValues), number of inputs required per output 
produced (ii_inputPerOutput), the incoming and outgoing 
flow objects (itemFlows), the speed (control variable) of the 
machine at each period (pi_throughputControl), the amount 
of items accumulated in each period 
(pi_accumulateAmount), and the number of items left over in 
each period (ti_leftOver) for the Uncoiling 1 machine. The 
atomic model process may also have coefficients such as 
those for piecewise linear functions for calculating the cost 
metric (i_metricPWLcoefficients). The speed of the machines 
may be stochastic and the parameters to the random value 
function are a part of the machine model 
(i_throughputDistribution). Although only the structure of 
the Uncoiling 1 machine is shown here, the other sub 
processes have a similar structure with different parameter, 
variable, and metric values. 

Finally, the JSON structure contains the composite model 
for the Prep process (lines 3 to 55in Fig. 6) that encapsulates 
the reference to the time settings and the sub processes 
discussed above. The structure also contains the parameters, 
variables, and metrics for the composite prep process such as 
its inputs (I), outputs (O), the process demand (i_demand), 
metric type (i_metrics), metric values (i_metricValues), and 
the incoming and outgoing flow objects (itemFlows). 
Additionally, the prep process also contains the structures for 
the storage and distribution aggregators (inventoryAggr), 
e.g., a2 in Fig. 1, input distribution aggregator (inputAggr), 
e.g., a1 in Fig. 1, and output distribution aggregator 
(outputAggr). Due to lack of space, these structures have 
been left out in Fig. 6. However, more details about these 
and other BTFP components can be found in [31].  

C. Example of Analytical View: Diagnostics 
Diagnostic tasks involve the process of detecting faults. 

This analytical view performs prediction of what is 
considered to be normal – typically min and max values. It 
also compares observed metric can be compared against the 
normal behavior to raise alarms or take corrective actions. 
One such implementation of diagnostics view may require 
the process engineer to make this comparison at certain 
points in time.  

The JSONiq code for such a diagnostics function is 
shown in Fig. 7. The code reuses the atomic or composite 
modules from the KB to find the normal behavior. This can 
be done by running Monte Carlo simulations for each 
analysis window. Additionally, the function also finds the 
lower and the upper intervals of the expected metric with 95 
% confidence. The function returns a JSON object 
containing the computed predicted values and the observed 
values over the display window. A process engineer can use 
this JSON object in a graph-visualization software 
application to diagnose faults in the system over the display 
window. The next subsection illustrates the use of such a 
diagnostics’ view against the composite process of the Car 

manufacturing composite model discussed in the previous 
subsection. 

D. Applying Diagnostics View on a Performance Model 
To use the diagnostics view on the Car Manufacturing 

composite process, a process engineer writes a Diagnostics 
Analysis object in JSON as shown in Fig. 8. This object 
refers to the prepDiagnosticsInput composite model that is 
similar to the model discussed in Fig. 6 except that the 
controls and metrics and not instantiated. Using this analysis 
object, the diagnostics JSONiq code in Fig. 7 will first 
instantiate the diagnostics parameters (lines 3 to 14). Then, 
for each time point in the display window, the predicted 
energy metric for this analysis object is coded. First, the 
computed values that were observed at the beginning of the 
analysis window are initiated (line 20).  Second, the control 
variables (pi_throughputControl) are initiated to the 
observed speeds for the entire analysis window (line 25). 
Third, the computed values for other time points in the 
analysis window are annotated as dexpr so that the system 
knows that these values need to be computed during 
prediction (line 29). Fourth, the predicted energy is 
computed using the predict function that performs the Monte 
Carlo simulations on the analysis object to find the expected 
(predicted) energy and the standard deviation (line 34). 
Using this information, the lower and upper intervals of 
energy consumption with 95 % confidence (line 38) are 
coded. Note that many of the given and derived values are 
random variables (with associated distributions).  Finally, the 
JSON object of the computed prediction values and the 
observed values are returned for each time point over the 
display window (line 40).  

A process engineer can use the JSON object returned by 
the diagnostics view in a chart-drawing software application 
to visualize the energy diagnostic information. This provides 
a good diagnostic tool to assess the running of the 
components on the manufacturing process. The process 
operator can use this tool to monitor the current metrics 
coming from the sensors; and, if these metrics go above the 
maximum or below the minimum, then the operator can 
determine the component that is at fault, within a certain 
confidence, and take the necessary steps to mitigate the fault. 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
  In this paper, we proposed an architectural design and 

framework for fast development of software solutions for 
descriptive, predictive, diagnostic, and prescriptive analytics 
of dynamic production processes. We also proposed an 
organization of, and key structure of, a Reusable KB, which 
consists of three libraries: atomic performance models, 
composite performance models, and analytical views and 
dashboards. Finally, we also showed an application of the 
diagnostics view over a Car Manufacturing composite 
model. 
      The proposed architectural framework and the Analytics 
engine follows the ideas from the Decision Guidance 
Analytics Language (DGAL) and framework proposed in 
[32] which, in turn, builds on prior work on decision 
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guidance and optimization languages. In particular, the 
unification of computation and equation syntax comes from 
CoJava [33], SC-CoJava [34], and DGQL [35]; CoReJava 
[36, 37], and DGAL and DG-Query [38]. These languages 
are designed to add deterministic optimization and machine 
learning to Java, SQL, and XQuery code, respectively.  
Additions are implemented via automatic reduction to MP, 
CP or specialized algorithms. In addition, DGAL fits into 
the framework of, but is more general than, Decision 
Guidance Management Systems proposed in [39]. Finally, 
the concept of centralized Analytical KB (AKB) is 
borrowed from our previous work on SPAF [6, 25], which 
was limited to MP or CP optimization only. 

 
 

Figure 7.  Diagnostics analytical view. 

The results reported in this paper are only a first step 
toward reusability and modularity in SM analysis and 
optimization. We plan to work on extending the Analytics 
Engine with reduction algorithms, stochastic simulation, 
statistical learning, and uncertainty quantification based on 

the recent advances in these areas. We also plan on 
extending optimization algorithms for dynamic production 
processes with more refined unit process performance 
models. Furthermore, we plan to prototype an AKB on an 
industry case study for process performance models and 
systematic guidelines for its creation, extension, and 
reusability for the diverse analytics tasks.  

 

 

Figure 8.  Diagnostics analysis object for the car manufacturing example. 
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